
Sound Arts and Design Brief//

Aim//

Omar Hernandez, Jemimah Kabuye and Zoe Landwehr (Illustration and Visual Media BA/ 
DPS) are put together an exhibition with illustrator contributing their artwork to celebrate 
the 50th Anniversary of Stanley Kubrick’s: 2001 a Space Odyssey. The aim is to combine 
artwork and sound, to create a strange and wonderful experience, connecting the themes 
shown in the film and giving the opportunity to embrace open interpretation by the 
creatives and the audience, since Stanley Kubrick encouraged this.

We will need 13 sound designers, to submit original composed soundscapes or music that 
will be shared with the artwork on the ground floor media block, London College of 
Communication. Musical apparatus will be place near the artwork with headphones 
connected, so that the viewer can immerse themselves into the pieces created.

Brief//

As sound designers and composers, your aim is to establish a creative dialogue that either 
compliments or purposefully clashes with the visual artwork displayed. The sound design 
within the film is extremely important as it enhances a variety of feeling and thought. Your 
goal is to also capture this form of auditory communication to the audience so that the 
visuals aren’t merely visual but a story or journey within itself through the guidance of 
sound. The themes we are especially interested in putting across to the viewers are: 
Evolution, Space, AI, Technology, Alien Technology, Future Retro Design and the 
Visual Philosophy of Humanity.

There will be a chance for you to meet wth the visual artists on the 4th December when 
they have thought through rough concepts ideas. This will hopefully give you the 
opportunity to share work and discuss ideas regarding the project.

We also recommend that you watch the film for reference as it will give you inspiration to 
play around with a few concepts, prior to meeting the visual artists.

Outcome//

By the 29th of December visual artist will hand in their final designs, you will have until 5th 
January 2018 to submit your final audio file. 

Dates & Deadline// 

4th December - Preliminary artwork submission - meet, greet and discuss with visual 
artists.  
29th of December - All artwork must be completed and submitted 
5th January- All audio must be completed and submitted
17th January - Exhibition!

Submission// 

Submit all audio work to - jemimahksamuels@gmail.com


